Who are you writing this for? Yourself
or someone else?

What are you trying to get out of this blog
post? Brand exposure? Increased sales?

When the reader is done reading your blog post what do you want them to do? Make it super
easy. Think "Click here to X" or "Find us at Y" A single action with immediate rewards is best.

Write a brief 3–5 sentence paragraph that explains what this blog post is about.
This could work as the 1st or last paragraph in your blog post.

Keep your post easy to read and in line with your brand/company voice. Take
what you wrote in the outline field of this document and turn it into a bulleted list
that cover the entire blog post. This should show you everything you need to
write out without being full sentences…unless that's how you work, in which case,
then full sentences are just fine.

An image is worth 1,000 words. Are you going to include images to support your copy? Some people start with an image, but I was taught that an image
is there to help your words. This is entirely up to you. Will you need a photographer to take pictures for you? Include their relevant information in this field.

In 1 or 2 sentences: Write out what the reader will get out of this post or why they
should read it.
Last but not least (but appearing 1st in your published post), Take what you've written and figure out an
attention grabbing headline. Tell yourself "I have less than 4 seconds to get the reader's attention with
this headline", because in truth, when they people are scrolling through blogs, that's about the most time
they'll spend looking at the headlines before making the choice to read or close that window/tab.

